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ABSTRACT: The effect of nanosized silica particles on the properties of poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) was
investigated for a range of silica concentrations encompassing the percolation threshold. The quantity of polymer
adsorbed to the particles (“bound rubber”) increased systematically with silica content and was roughly equal to
the quantity shielded from shear stresses (“occluded rubber”). This bound and occluded polymer attained a level
of ∼12% at a silica volume content of 28%; nevertheless, the glass transition properties of the PVAc, including
the glass transition temperature, local segmental relaxation function and relaxation times, and the changes in
thermal expansion coefficient and heat capacity at Tg, were unaffected by the interfacial material. That is, there
is no indication that the local segmental dynamics of the chains adjacent to silica particles differ from the motions
of the bulk chains. Interestingly, the volume sensitivity of the segmental dynamics, as determined from the scaling
exponent γ in the relation Tg ∼ Vg-γ in which Vg is the specific volume at the glass transition, becomes stronger
with increasing silica concentration. Moreover, this dependence of γ increases abruptly at the filler percolation
threshold. The implication of this result and possible directions for new research are considered.

Introduction
Nanoparticle reinforcement of rubber is almost as old as the
use of rubber itself. The incorporation of hard particles into
soft polymers usually serves two purposes: reducing cost and
improving performance. The main property enhancements are
stiffness and strength, although better processability (e.g., shape
retention), abrasion resistance, fluid impermeability, fire resistance, and electrical conductivity can also be realized. Optimal
reinforcement requires a continuum of nanoparticle contacts,
with the minimum concentration (“percolation threshold”) for
a flocculated network depending on particle size, shape, and
interaction with the polymer. The presence of a network confers
nonlinearity to the mechanical response, since the particle
contacts can be broken by strain. This leads to the well-known
Payne effect: the marked reduction in the dynamic storage
modulus and appearance of a maximum in the loss modulus at
strain amplitudes in the range 0.1-10%.1-5 Although the
dynamic modulus of filled rubber exhibits a weak dependence
on strain amplitude even at low particle concentrations, a strong
nonlinearity accompanies the continuity of the particle contacts
effected by high concentrations. This jamming-unjamming
transition6 is seen generally in colloidal suspensions and other
thixotropic fluids. Recent work has shown that the disruption
of the particle network transpires at a characteristic strain energy,
independent of the nature of the particles or their concentration.7-9
This isoenergetic feature of the unjamming is also observed in
sheared gels.10
Of interest herein is the effect of nanoparticle reinforcement
on the local segmental dynamics. These motions underlie many
important properties of polymers11 and also function as the
precursor to the larger length scale chain motions associated
with processing and flow.12 Constraints from nanoparticles may
affect segmental mobility, at least of chains near the particle

surface, and it has been proposed that immobilization of such
interfacial chains induces glassy behavior at temperatures above
the bulk Tg.13-16 Relatedly, there have been various reports of
increases in the glass transition temperature, Tg, due to the
presence of reinforcing fillers;17-22 however, other investigators
found no effect of carbon black, silica, and other particles on
Tg.23,24 The effect of nanoconfinement on the polymer dynamics,
seen in thin films and porous structures,25-27 may have an
influence for layered fillers such as clay platelets.28,29 An obvious
direct consequence of filler is that less material participates in
the glass transition, suppressing the changes in the temperature
coefficients of the modulus, enthalpy, volume, etc., occurring
on heating through Tg.30 Temperature changes also influence
the extent of the interactions among the nanoparticles due to
changes in their mutual proximity and their Brownian motion.31
This confers additional complexity to the local segmental
response of the polymer in the vicinity of the glass transition.
In this work we investigate poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) mixed
with silica nanoparticles. PVAc has a Tg above ambient
temperature. While this precludes application as a general
purpose elastomer, it makes it convenient to measure properties
both above and below Tg. This is important for our PVT
experiments, which rely on mercury as a confining fluid and
thus cannot be carried out at low temperatures (Hg crystallizes
at ∼-39 °C). Silica has found increasing applications as a filler,
for example in the tire industry to reduce the rolling resistance
of the tread rubber,32-34 and a number of studies of silica
reinforcement have appeared.4,22,35-43 The silica used herein
consists of spherical particles with surfaces treated to reduce
the polarity and thereby provide stronger interaction with the
polymer segments. The concentration of the silica was varied
to determine the effect on certain properties, in particular those
associated with the local segmental dynamics.
Experimental Section
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The poly(vinyl acetate) (Sigma-Aldrich) had a weight-average
molecular weight ) 167 kg/mol and a polydispersity ) 2.01. The
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Figure 1. TEM images of PVAc containing 0.28 (top) and 0.04
(bottom) volume fraction of silica. The dispersion of the particles results
in transparency of the samples.

filler was Nan-O-Sil amorphous colloidal silica from Energy
Strategy Associates, Inc. These are spherical particles with an
average diameter of ∼100 nm and surface treated with tetrasulfidosilane. The silica particles were incorporated into the polymer
using a Brabender internal mixer at 70 °C followed by mixing on
a two-roll mill. The final compounds were transparent, consistent
with good dispersion of the silica. Figure 1 shows representative
transmission electron micrographs. The filler volume fraction was
in the range from φ ) 0 to 0.282 (e0.70 parts of silica per polymer
by weight), as verified by thermogravimetric analysis of the final
compounds. Bound rubber was determined as the unextracted PVAc
after immersion in an excess of toluene for 3 days at 23 °C.
Modulated differential scanning calorimetry (MDSC) was carried
out using a TA Instruments Q100, calibrated with a sapphire
standard. Samples, thoroughly dried prior to measurements, were
cooled in the calorimeter from 80 to -10 °C at 1 °C/min. The
modulation was (1 deg, with a 60 s period. Viscosities were
measured at 70 °C in a Mooney viscometer using the small rotor.
Dynamic shear measurements employed a TA Instruments ARES
rheometer, using a cone and plate geometry (15 mm diameter, 0.1
rad angle), with data obtained at 70 °C and a frequency ) 1 rad/s.
A Novocontrol Alpha analyzer was used for dielectric relaxation
measurements, in combination with a Delta Design model 9023
oven. The pressure and temperature dependences of the volume
were measured using a Gnomix instrument,44 in which the sample
is immersed in mercury contained in a flexible bellows. At various
fixed pressures over the range from 10 to 160 MPa, the volume
change was measured as temperature was lowered from ca. 40 deg
above Tg to -10 °C at a rate of 0.5 °C/min. To determine the bulk
modulus in the rubbery state, the change in volume was also
measured isothermally as a function of pressure, with the latter
increased from 10 to 80 MPa at a rate of 4 MPa/min. From the
specific gravity at ambient T and P measured by the buoyancy
method, these volume changes were converted to specific volume,
V.

Results
Filler-Polymer Interaction. Surface treatment of the silica
with tetrasulfidosilane reduces the polarity of the silica, which
reduces the particle-particle attraction strength and also, by
making the filler surface more compatible with the polymer,
enhances filler-polymer interactions. Enhanced interactions
between silica and PVAc can make the interfacial polymer
insoluble in a good solvent and potentially reduces the segmental
mobility of these chains. The degree and consequences of this
immobilization have been subjects of various studies.13-24,41-43
Medalia45 determined that the shielding of the occluded polymer
layer from mechanical stresses increases the effective concentra-
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Figure 2. Viscosity in Mooney units at 70 °C (circles) vs silica
concentration. The solid line is the viscosity calculated from eq 1, while
the broken line was calculated assuming a portion of the polymer is
occluded, increasing the effective φ.

tion of the filler. In Figure 2 are the flow viscosities, η, of the
rubbers, showing the expected increase with the filler content.
An equation to describe the effect of suspended, rigid spheres
on the viscosity of a fluid is the Einstein equation, modified by
Guth and Gold for higher particle concentrations46

η(φ) ) η(0)(1 + 2.5φ + 14.1φ2)

(1)

where η(0) is the viscosity of the neat fluid. Equation 1 assumes
no interaction between the fluid and particles, so that the
viscosity depends on the concentration of particles but not on
their size or shape. Equation 1 underestimates η for the filled
PVAc (solid line in Figure 2).
To improve the fit to experimental data, one can include
higher order terms in eq 1 or use alternative expressions,47 for
example the equation of Oliver and Ward for the viscosity of a
dispersion of spheres48

η(φ) ) η(0)(1 - aφ)

(2)

where a is a constant. However, the problem with these
expressions is neglect of the polymer in the interstitial regions
at the particle interface. A method to account for this occluded
polymer was suggested by Medalia:45 eq 1 is fit to the data by
letting φ be an adjustable parameter, representing the effective
concentration, that is, the sum of the silica plus occluded
polymer. As seen in Figure 3, the quantity of occluded rubber,
calculated as the difference between the filler concentration
reproducing the η(φ) data in Figure 2 and the actual silica
concentration, increases with silica content, comprising as much
as 10% of the polymer at large φ. At high φ the quantity of
bound rubber (chains firmly attached to the silica particles)
exceeds the amount of occluded rubber.
Filler-Filler Interaction. The dynamic storage modulus, G′,
is plotted vs strain amplitude in Figure 4 for PVAc with varying
concentration of silica. At low strain there is a plateau in G′,
but the modulus decreases with strain for the higher silica levels.
This is the well-known Payne effect,1 reflecting mechanical
disruption of the flocculated particle network. The concentration
of particles necessary for this agglomeration can be determined
from a plot (Figure 5) of G′ at low strain amplitude vs φ. Beyond
∼11% silica there is an increase in the slope, demarcating the
development of long-range continuity of particle contacts. The
connectivity of the particles enhances their contribution to the
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Figure 3. Bound (open circles) and occluded (filled squares) PVAc
as a function of silica content. The vertical dashed line denotes the
minimum filler concentration for formation of an agglomerated network.

Figure 4. Dynamic storage modulus as a function of shear strain for
PVAc at 70 °C with varying silica levels (as indicated by volume).

mechanical response and can give rise to other effects, such as
higher thermal or electrical conductivity.49,50
Local Segmental Dynamics. The glass transition in polymers
denotes the onset of local segmental motions (correlated
conformational transitions of a few backbone bonds), reflected
inter alia as a change in the variation of the heat capacity, Cp,
with temperature. The calorimetric Tg measured for the samples
was unaffected by the presence of the silica concentration; Tg
) 40.4 ( 0.7 °C independent of φ. (Note this value from MDSC
is about 2 deg higher than obtained by conventional DSC at
the same rate of temperature change.) The literature concerning
the effect of reinforcing nanofillers on Tg is mixed,13-24 but we
have recently shown51 that some confusion arises from the use
of mechanical determinations of Tg, specifically the loss tangent
(tan δ). The filler-induced stiffening of the rubber (e.g., Figures
2 and 4) can skew the shape of the loss tangent, unaccompanied
by any significant change in the segmental dynamics underlying
the glass transition per se; this may result in the false impression
of a higher Tg.
The calorimetric Tg is identified with the temperature of an
abrupt increase in Cp due to the onset of liquidlike mobility
with increasing T. In Figure 6, we plot (filled triangles) the
magnitude of this step change in heat capacity, ∆CP, vs φ. As
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Figure 5. Variation with silica concentration of the storage modulus
at strain amplitudes <0.1% (stars; left ordinate scale) and of the scaling
exponent (right ordinate scale; squares calculated using the specific
volume of the compound and circles using V corrected for the PVAc
content). The vertical dashed line denotes the minimum filler concentration for formation on a silica network.

Figure 6. Difference in heat capacity between the glassy and rubbery
states at Tg (solid triangles), along with the ∆CP calculated assuming
no contribution from the silica (solid line) and assuming no contribution
from the silica or the occluded rubber (dashed line).

the silica concentration increases, ∆CP decreases, as expected
since Tg only involves the polymer. In fact, the entire reduction
in ∆CP can be accounted for solely by consideration of the
amount of polymer present; this is indicated by the solid line
through the data, representing ∆CP(φ) ) ∆CP(0)[(1 - φ)FR]/
[φFf + (1 - φ)FR], where FR () 1.18 g/mL) and Ff () 2.1 g/mL)
are the respective mass densities of the PVAc and silica. Thus,
all PVAc segments participate in the glass transition, including
the substantial number of occluded chains. This is seen in Figure
6, wherein the heat capacity increment calculated after subtraction of the occluded chains (dashed curve) underestimates the
measured values of ∆CP.
Above Tg the variation in the heat capacity itself with φ
follows the same trend. In fact, the magnitude of CP for the
silica is sufficiently small, CP ∼ 0.7 J/(g °C) at RT,52 that its
contribution can be ignored given the experimental scatter of
the measurement of the heat capacity.
There is a similar step increase in the thermal expansivity as
temperature is increased through Tg. To quantify this, we carried
out PVT measurements on the rubbers, with representative
results for three compositions (φ ) 0, 0.082, and 0.282) shown
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Figure 8. Thermal expansion coefficient for glassy (squares) and
rubbery (circles) states, with the solid lines representing RP calculated
assuming no contribution from the silica.

Figure 9. Difference in thermal expansivity of glass and rubber at Tg.
The solid line assumes that all PVAc contributes to the transition
strength; i.e., ∆RP(φ) ) (1 - φ)∆RP(0). The dashed line assumes the
occluded rubber does not participate in the glass transition.

Figure 7. Specific volume as a function of temperature with pressure
increasing from the top to the lower curves: (a) neat PVAc (10-60
MPa, 10 MPa increments); (b) 8.2% silica (10-60 MPa, 10 MPa
increments; 60-160 MPa, 20 MPa increments); (c) 28.2% silica (1060 MPa, 10 MPa increments and 80 MPa).

in Figure 7. Over the limited temperature range, the V(T) data
in both the rubbery and glassy states could be fit to a linear
equation, with the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient
obtained as RP ) (dV/dT)V -1. Results extrapolated to T ) Tg
(at P ) 10 MPa, the lowest measurable pressure of the PVT
instrument) are displayed in Figure 8 for all samples. Generally,
the thermal expansion of filled rubber is dominated by the
polymer.53 Since silica is an amorphous glass having a network

structure, its thermal expansivity is very small, RP ) 10-6
per °C.54 Thus, we can assume that the volume expansion is
due solely to the PVAc, and indeed the equation RP(φ) ) (1 φ)RP(0) describes accurately the experimental data (solid lines
in Figure 8). Taking the difference of the values for the rubbery
and glassy states, we obtain ∆RP, the change in the thermal
expansion coefficient at Tg (Figure 9). Similar to the heat
capacity jump at Tg, these data reflect the contribution of all
polymer segments (solid line in Figure 9). Subtracting the
occluded chains from the polymer concentration leads to
calculated ∆RP (dashed line) that underestimate the measured
values.
It is well-established that segmental relaxation times, τR, are
accurately described over broad ranges of thermodynamic
conditions by the scaling law

τR ) f (TV γ)

(3)

in which γ is a material constant, independent of T and P, and
f represents some function, unknown a priori.55 Together with
the fact that τR is constant at Tg (that is, as P increases, Tg
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Figure 12. Local segmental relaxations times (open symbols) defined
from the inverse of the peak frequency) for unfilled and filled PVAc;
the τR(T) are seen to be equivalent. The solid line is the fit of eq 5 to
the combined data. Also shown is the dc conductivity (filled symbols),
which is larger in the PVAc containing silica due to a higher
concentration of mobile ions. (Note the ordinate scale for τR is reversed
to facilitate comparison with σdc.) The vertical dashed line designates
the calorimetric Tg.
Figure 10. Glass transition temperature vs specific volume at Tg, with
the points of each curve corresponding to a different pressure and each
curve representing a different sample (silica content as indicated). Note
that both scales are logarithmic.

Figure 13. Bulk modulus measured in the rubbery state (squares) along
with calculated value (solid line) assuming only the PVAc is compressible. The dashed line assumes the occluded rubber, as well as the silica,
is incompressible.
Figure 11. Dispersion in the dielectric loss due to local segmental
motion (circles: φ ) 0; squares: φ ) 0.23) at the indicated
temperatures. When divided by 0.66 to normalize for the mass fraction
of polymer, the peak for the filled PVAc (solid line) superposes on the
peak for neat PVAc. The rise in the dielectric loss toward lower
frequencies is due to the conductivity, which becomes more separated
at higher T.

increases but τR(Tg,P) does not),55 this means that the Tg and
the volume at the glass transition are related according to

Tg ∝ Vg-γ

(4)

The proportionality of the two quantities means that a doublelogarithmic plot of Tg (in kelvin) vs Vg will have a slope equal
to -γ. The appeal of this analysis is that it enables the
dependence of τR to be determined without actual relaxation
data. Such a plot is shown in Figure 10. The γ, obtained from
fitting eq 4 to the experimental points, increases with φ; in
particular, there is a change in the γ(φ) behavior at the silica

concentration associated with formation of a filler network
(Figure 5).
An uncertainty in this analysis is the correct value of V to
use in determining γsthe sample specific volume (squares in
Figure 5) or the remainder after subtraction of the silica content
(circles in Figure 5). The latter is more realistic; however, the
differences in the obtained γ are not large and do not change
the results qualitatively, as seen in the figure.
Given that the volume dependence of τR is affected by the
filler, it is of interest to measure directly the segmental relaxation
times. We carried out dielectric relaxation measurements at
ambient pressure on the neat polymer and PVAc containing 23%
silica. From these data, τR for other pressures could be calculated
using eq 3 and the equation of state (see below), but we restrict
our attention herein to the relaxation behavior at zero pressure.
In Figure 11 are shown the local segmental relaxation peaks at
50 and 80 °C for the two materials. When the spectra for the
filled PVAc are divided by the mass fraction of polymer ()
0.66 for the volumetric concentration of φ ) 0.23), at both
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Table 1. Equation-of-State Parameters (Eq 6) for the PVAc/Silica Compounds

a

φ (%)

Va (mL/g)

V0 (mL/g)

R0 × 104 (°C-1)

b0 (MPa-1)

b1 (°C-1)

γb

0
1.8
4.3
8.2
11.9
15.3
20.5
28.2

0.8431
0.8305
0.8141
0.7942
0.7729
0.7533
0.7253
0.6884

0.8290
0.8190
0.8061
0.7833
0.7569
0.7441
0.7162
0.6827

7.86
6.98
6.76
6.87
6.76
6.06
5.69
4.80

257
276
244
248
383
270
332
330

0.0083
0.0087
0.0060
0.0059
0.0128
0.0057
0.0083
0.0064

2.21 ( 0.14
2.27 ( 0.04
2.37 ( 0.05
2.80 ( 0.17
3.30 ( 0.10
3.39 ( 0.11
3.70 ( 0.20
3.78 ( 0.17

At ambient temperature and pressure. b Calculated using the specific volume after subtraction of the silica content.

temperatures the peaks for the two compositions superpose, apart
from the rise toward lower frequencies due to dc conductivity
(transport of mobile ions). This shows that the silica does not
alter the segmental dynamics.
In Figure 12, the segmental relaxation times, defined as τR
) 1/(2πfmax), where fmax is the frequency of the maximum in
the dielectric loss, are plotted vs reciprocal temperature. The
τR(T) of the unfilled and filled PVAc are equivalent and the
non-Arrhenius behavior can be described by the Vogel-Fulcher
equation56

where R0 is the thermal expansion coefficient at zero pressure

silica particles were reported to affect the glass transition of
the polymer. However, other studies found no evidence of such
an effect.23,24,51 From η(φ) and eq 1 we deduce that as much as
10% of the polymer is isolated from the shear field at the higher
silica concentrations. The quantity of this occluded rubber is
close to the bound rubber content (Figure 3). Nevertheless, this
shielding of the interfacial polymer does not alter Tg, which is
constant () 40.4 ( 0.7 °C) for all compositions. Moreover,
the segmental relaxation dispersion and relaxation times show
no evidence of immobilized polymer. Consistent with these
results, the magnitude of the changes in heat capacity and
thermal expansivity at Tg are strictly proportional to the polymer
concentration; that is, the diminution in ∆CP or ∆RP with φ
can be quantitatively accounted for without invoking the
presence of constrained polymer, in the manner necessary to
describe the viscosity data. None of the experiments carried out
herein provide evidence of any suppression of the segmental
mobility of PVAc chains residing at the interface with the silica.
Although the local segmental relaxation function (Figure 11)
and relaxation times (Figure 12) are unaffected by the presence
of silica nanoparticles, the dielectric spectra for the filled and
unfilled material are not identical. In Figure 11 the rise toward
lower frequencies, due to the contribution to the dielectric loss
from mobile charge carriers, is larger for φ > 0. This
contribution has a frequency dependence given by

B(T) ) b0 exp(-b1T)

′′dc ) σdc/(ω0)

log τR ) -11.72 +

611
T - 265.7

(5)

where T is in kelvin. At the calorimetric Tg, τR ) 11 s.
Bulk Modulus. Although the PVT data illustrated in Figure
7 can be used to determine the bulk modulus, it is more accurate
to employ isothermal measurements for this purpose. Accordingly, isothermal specific volumes were measured as a function
of pressure at various fixed temperatures above Tg and fit to
the Tait equation of state57

V(T,P) ) V0 exp(-R0T){1 - 0.0894 ln[1 + P/B(T)]}

(6)

(7)

and V0, b0, and b1 are material constants. Note that over the
limited range of the measurements RP was constant within either
the glassy or rubbery states. The Tait parameters for each
composition are listed in Table 1; these also give a good
description of the isobaric PVT data measured for the rubbery
state. From eq 6 the bulk modulus is calculated as58

K)

(B + P)V
0.0894V0

(8)

with results shown in Figure 13. The bulk modulus increases
with silica content, and since the bulk modulus of silica is very
large (∼30-fold larger than K of neat PVAc),59 there is negligible
error in assuming that the compressibility arises solely from
the polymer. With this assumption the φ dependence of K is
accounted for entirely by the amount of polymer in the
composition (solid line in Figure 13). Note that assuming the
occluded polymer is incompressible would yield calculated
values of K (dashed line) significantly larger than the measured
bulk modulus.
Discussion
An outstanding issue in filler reinforcement is the nature of
the polymer proximate to the particle surface. There have been
various reports of constraints from the filler causing vitrification
of the interfacial chains,13-24 including recent works42,43 in which

(9)

in which σdc is the (frequency independent) dc conductivity and
the vacuum permittivity 0 ) 8.854 × 10-12 F/m. The magnitude
of σdc depends on both the concentration of ions and their
mobility. According to the Debye-Stokes-Einstein relation,60
the segmental mobility governs the ion mobility. This means
that the higher σdc for the filled PVAc must reflect the presence
of more ions, presumably associated with the tetrasulfidosilanetreated particle surface. In Figure 12, the τR are seen to have a
somewhat steeper slope than the curves for σdc. This underlies
the smaller separation of the conductivity and the relaxation
peak at the lower temperature in Figure 11. This is a well-known
effect usually ascribed to decoupling of translational and
orientational motions;55 however, it can also arise if the ion
concentration varies with temperature.61
PVAc in the rubbery state has a thermal expansivity and bulk
compressibility much larger than those of silica (by factors of
roughly 800 and 30, respectively), and we find that the φ
dependence of RP and K can be predicted from the values for
the neat PVAc. An important implication is that neither the
occluded rubber nor the formation of a filler network exerts
any influence on these properties. The latter is true even though
the associated volumetric strains are quite small (<1% for the
data in Figure 13) and below the shear strains associated with
disruption of the network (Figure 4). The percolation threshold
for network formation (i.e., continuity of particle contacts
extending from one side to the other), φ ∼ 0.11 herein (Figure
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5), is within the usual range for rigid fillers in soft polymers,
i.e., 6-35 vol % depending on the size and shape of the particles
and their interaction with the polymer.62 We can also conclude
that the interaction of the PVAc with the coated silica is
sufficient to prevent debonding and vacuole formation, which
otherwise could give rise to anomalies in the V(P) response.
A surprising result herein is that the volume sensitivity of
the segmental dynamics increases systematically with silica
content, notwithstanding the absence of changes in glass
transition properties, such as Tg, τR, ∆CP, and ∆RP. The effect
of temperature on τR is invariant to the presence of the silica
particles, even though the latter change the volume dependence
of τR. The scaling exponent γ increases from 2.2 to 3.8 over
the range from φ ) 0 to 28.2%. To put this in perspective, we
can calculate the ratio of the isochoric activation energy, EV )
R[(∂ ln τ)/∂T-1]|V, to the isobaric activation enthalpy, HP ) R[(∂
ln τ)/∂T-1]|P, using the relation63

EV
) (1 + RPTγ)-1
HP

(10)

The quantity EV/HP quantifies the relative effect of temperature
and volume to the segmental dynamics,64 varying from zero
for volume-dominated dynamics to unity for segmental relaxation governed strictly by thermal energy. Inserting in eq 10
the thermal expansion coefficient for PVAc, we obtain at Tg
EV/HP ) 0.77 for neat PVAc, decreasing to 0.69 at the highest
silica levels. These values are toward the high end of the range
found for polymers, 0.25 e EV/EP e 0.81,55 and being larger
than 0.5 indicate that temperature is a stronger control variable
than volume. The decrease in EV/EP with silica content is
consistent with the report of silica particles increasing the
unoccupied volume of a polymer,39 noting that this ratio also
increases with temperature.65 If the local dynamics become more
sensitive to volume in the presence of reinforcing filler, the
implication is that properties dominated by volume will be
especially affected by fillers. One such property is physical aging
(or “structural relaxation”), which is known to be influenced
by interfacial constraints.66-69 We are currently carrying out
experiments to investigate this aspect of particle-reinforced
polymers.
Summary
The main conclusions of this work are the following:
1. PVAc containing silica nanoparticles exhibits the classic
mechanical behavior of filler-reinforced rubber. At silica levels
g11 vol %, the dynamic storage modulus decreases with strain
amplitude due to disruption of the agglomerated particle network
(Payne effect). The quantity of the colloidal silica required to
form a network falls within the range for small particle, high
structure carbon black.
2. As judged by the composition dependence of the viscosity,
there is a substantial quantity of the polymer shielded from shear
stresses, leading to large increments in η with silica content.
Except for low levels of silica, this occluded rubber is less than
the bound rubber, indicating that not all chains tethered to silica
particles are screened from the flow.
3. Notwithstanding the effect of the occluded interfacial chains
on the flow properties, the various manifestations of the glass
transition, including the (smeared) jumps in heat capacity,
thermal expansivity, and bulk modulus, as well as Tg itself, give
no evidence of any constrained boundary layer; that is, the
interfacial PVAc behaves no differently from the bulk material.
Moreover, the local segmental relaxation process, which un-

derlies the glass transition, is unaffected by the presence of silica
particles. The only effect of the silica on the glass transition is
to weaken its intensity through reduction in the polymer
concentration.
4. In the rubbery state above Tg, the thermal expansion
coefficient and bulk modulus depend only on the quantity of
PVAc present; the contribution of the silica or occluded rubber
is negligible. This is consistent with the very low RP and large
K of the glassy, networked SiO2 particles and with the absence
of interfacial effects on the polymer.
5. Although the silica does not measurably influence the
properties at the glass transition, including the magnitude and
temperature dependence of the segmental relaxation time, the
segmental dynamics exhibit greater volume sensitivity with
increasing silica. This is reflected in the magnitude of the scaling
exponent, which increases from γ ) 2.2 for neat PVAc to a
value of 3.8 for φ ) 0.28. There is an abrupt change in γ at the
concentration of silica for which the Payne effect is manifested
in the mechanical measurements.
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